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STRATFORD AND DISTRICT RIGHT TO LIFE IS A PRO-LIFE, non-denominational organization of individuals who believe that all life - before
and after birth - has a right to care and protection. We try to serve as a centre of information on the abortion issue, and to reach out to all
Canadians concerning the preservation and dignity of human life, and also to urge one to take action in our democratic society.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

MONTHLY MEETINGS
1:00 P.M
4TH TUESDAY
SEPT, OCT, NOV, JAN, FEB, MAR, APR,
MAY, JUN, AUG
ST. JOSEPH’S MEETING ROOM
STRATFORD
PICKETING
LAST THURSDAY OF THE MONTH
4-5 P.M. IN FRONT OF LHSC

CALL TERRY MILLER: 519-393-8400
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
SEPTEMBER 26. 2017
ANNUAL DINNER
OCTOBER 21, 2017
SPEAKER JAKKI JEFFS,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ALLIANCE FOR LIFE
SOCIAL MEDIA HELPER NEEDED
WE ARE IN SEARCH OF SOMEONE TO
LOOK AFTER THE SOCIAL MEDIA

(FACEBOOK ETC) ACCOUNTS FOR
STRATFORD AND DISTRICT RIGHT TO
LIFE.

FUNDRAISING CONTRIBUTIONS
WE ARE LOOKING FOR DONATIONS FOR
THE FUNDRAISING RAFFLE!. CAN YOU
CONTRIBUTE CRAFTS/ITEMS

President’s Message
My heartfelt thanks to all those who made the sacrifice to attend the March for
Life in Ottawa on Thursday, May 11th. I understand that the weather was cold and
blustery which only increases the atonement that God must feel when so many
witness the truth out of love for God and neighbour. I was able to watch the
coverage for 5 hours on EWTN, but not even a mention of the march on any other
channel.
The Silent No More group especially touches my heart, when I hear these brave
souls share their stories about their own abortions. Two things pop out during
their testimonies: the first is that almost all felt they had no choice. The Pro Abort
faction (Pro choice) have always fought to keep expectant mothers from being
informed about the humanity of the unborn child plus all of the options available
to them. Any bill that is introduced to inform women of these facts is always
scrapped at its inception. The second thing is the peace that these women and
men feel when they come to grips with the reality of what abortion really is and
they confess and repent and then step forward courageously to witness to others
so that they may be spared the guilt and loss which they have experienced. I
implore anyone who has been involved in an abortion, no matter what the
circumstances to seek out a priest or minister or someone that you can trust and
confess and ask forgiveness and most importantly forgive yourselves and vow to
stand up for life from conception to natural death. (Luke 15)
I would also like to address the subject of Mercy Killing (Euthanasia) – defined as:
The deliberate killing of a person either by lethal injection or withholding of normal
nutrition or hydration.
A person refusing extraordinary means to be kept alive is not mercy killing. This is
allowing nature to take its course and the person would die naturally. If medication
is given to relieve discomfort or pain, but eventually could hasten death, again this
is not considered mercy killing. Except if the medication is administered with that
intent.
Having said that, I ask anyone who has a Living Will and has appointed a Power of
Attorney to be very sure that your wishes to die a natural death can in no way be
misinterpreted. The person you have appointed must always choose life when
there is any doubt of how to proceed. If a mistake is going to be made it must
always be on the side of life.
When we are asked to suffer we should consider that there were three crosses on
Calvary. One was rejected, one was accepted and the third was embraced. There
is the same difference between the cross which was rejected and the one accepted
as there was between the cross that was accepted the cross which was embraced.
We must strive to trust in God and to embrace the suffering that He has asked us
to bear.
Yours for Life, Pat Bannon

(VALUE AROUND $20.00)
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Ontario taxpayers to pay for pills so mothers can kill their babies
TORONTO, May 1, 2017 (LifeSiteNews) -- The Ontario Liberal government’s new budget has taxpayers footing the bill for
a deadly pill that is administered to pregnant mothers who want to abort their pre-born children.
Finance Minister Charles Sousa said in a budget speech Thursday that taxpayers will pay for the abortion drug Mifegymiso,
or RU-486.
Critics are calling the move a “vote-buying” gimmick that shows how morally bankrupt the Liberal
government has become.
Jack Fonseca of Campaign Life Coalition called it "absolutely outrageous” for a government to force taxpayers to pay for a
pill that targets human life.
“This is so stunningly disrespectful to human life,” he said.
“There was once a time when Liberals pretended that they cared about human life. To appear balanced, they would say
abortion was a very serious issue, and it should only be ‘safe, legal and rare.’ Now we have Kathleen Wynne Liberals giving
it out literally like candy to whoever wants it,” he said.
Fonseca said that the budget is “intended to buy votes.” He said it reveals just how anti-life the Liberal government has
become.
“This is going to increase the number of children killed by abortion. Pro-life people and religious leaders need to really rail
against the Liberal government for this outrage against life,” he said.
The abortion pill was approved for use in Canada in January. Ontario is now the third province to make taxpayers pay for
it, following Alberta and New Brunswick.
Pro-life advocates have long warned that Mifgymiso, or RU-486, poses a danger to the mother, as well as being lethal for
the preborn child. Campaign Life launched an education campaign #RU486RUCrazy in March which documented the hazards
of the two-drug combination.
Jakki Jeffs of Alliance for Life Ontario told LifeSiteNews that popping a pill to have an abortion is not as simple and carefree
as it at first sounds.
A six-year study in Finland of over 40,000 women found that chemical abortion had four times the rate of “adverse events”
when compared to surgical abortion. The study concluded that women who are seeking “early abortion” should know that
“medical termination is associated with a higher incidence of adverse events.”
Jeffs criticized the Liberal government for making taxpayers pay for the morally controversial and dangerous drug.
She called it “staggering” that the Federal Common Drug Review’s “expert panel” recommended provinces pay for the
abortion pill based on a few studies of a few thousand women when there are larger studies showing just how dangerous
the drug is.
“The mother will obviously bear the cost to her health as well as the cost of knowing she ended the life of her child,” she
said.
The budget also included a tax credit for fertility drugs for couples using in-vitro fertilization techniques to conceive a child.
In 2015, the Liberal government began funding one round of IVF procedures.
Fonseca said that while using IVF techniques to conceive can result in “bringing a child into the world,” it also results in
killing them.
At least six human embryos are created for every one that is successfully implanted in a woman’s womb, and these tiny
human beings are destroyed, discarded, or indefinitely in a frozen state, he noted.
Jeffs criticized the Liberal budget for increasing the subsidization of IVF.
“Ontario taxpayers will now also bear the costs of a process that results in pregnancy under 30 percent of the time and in
a birth less that 23 percent of the time,” she said.
“Can you see the Ontario government funding any other process that failed approximately 75 percent of the time?” she
added.
The new budget also has taxpayers covering prescription drugs for Ontarians up to age 24, beginning in 2018.
Both Fonseca and Jeffs expressed concern over the implications of the Liberal government providing drugs for young
Ontarians.
This “raises questions about what this will mean for children of any age being able to get contraceptives without parental
knowledge,” said Fonseca.
And “setting aside the very serious moral problems,” he said, this will be “bad for Ontarians” because it will inevitably
necessitate higher taxes and will “bloat the bureaucracy.”
Jeffs agreed that the move poses problems.
“Why would young people 24 and under receive free drugs, unless of course, it's to make sure that there are no barriers
to their accessing contraceptives, the morning after pill, and Mifegymiso at any age,” she said.
Fonseca commented that only out of the "Liberal handbook to winning elections" does one find the strategy of funding
abortion pills, giving tax-credits for IVF, and giving free drugs to the young.
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Fatherhood lost: how abortion affects men

By Eric Metaxas
June 22, 2015 (BreakPoint) -- On Father’s Day, many dads are blessed with colourful sweaters, loud ties, maybe a burned
breakfast from their kids, and lots of hugs and kisses.
But for some fathers out there, Father’s Day is a day of pain—a reminder of an ugly event in their lives: The day their
unborn children were aborted.
As astonishing as it may seem, according to the experts, fathers of aborted children often feel even worse than mothers.
I recently interviewed my friend Brian Fisher on “The Eric Metaxas Show.” Brian is co-founder of Online for Life, and the
author of a book titled “Abortion: The Ultimate Exploitation of Women,” in which he allows men to tell their stories.
As one father put it, “Hardly a day goes by that I don’t shudder and almost weep again for the murder I helped bring about
. . . My actions, despite my confession and repentance before [God], continue to rob much of the joy from my life.”
Another man—who tried to talk his wife out of her abortion—wrote: “My heart was crushed; this was pain I had never
felt. Our family was broken and torn apart by this abortion.”
According to the research, Brian writes, “Men often experience . . . harmful effects from abortion, whether they wanted
the abortion or not.”
He says, “While abortion seems to bring a sense of relief, [men] also report feeling anxiety, grief, guilt, and powerlessness.”
Abortion researcher Dr. Catherine Coyle concurs. She notes that when it comes to a decision about an unexpected
pregnancy, men usually defer to their partner’s wishes. It’s only later that these fathers “suffer intense grief . . . as well as
regret, helplessness, guilt, anxiety, anger, and emasculation.”
For some men, post-abortion suffering “may be so profound as to cause post-traumatic stress disorder” which may lead
them to self-medicate with drugs.
Why do these dads suffer so much? It’s partly because they’re hard-wired to protect and care for their children. And on a
gut level, these men know they have violated the moral law. A law that says it’s wrong to kill. They recognize that they
behaved in a less than manly way by doing nothing while their child’s mother aborted their baby—or worse, by coercing
Excerpted from LifeSiteNews
https://www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/fatherhood-lost-how-abortion-affects-men

Famous Hollywood Couple to Their Unborn Baby:
“How is It Possible to Love Someone So Much
Already?”

As the majority of Hollywood races to defend America’s
largest abortion provider, one big name couple is standing
out by celebrating their unborn baby.
On Thursday, Hollywood couple Ian Somerhalder (Vampire
Diaries) and Nikki Reed (Twilight) announced they are
expecting their first baby together. Both actors posted
matching pictures – of Somerhalder tenderly kissing Reed’s
baby bump – on Instagram along with heartfelt messages.
In her caption, the 28-year-old expectant mother posted a
pro-life message from the couple to their “little one”:
“Hi Little One I know you, but only because I feel you.
How is it possible to love someone so much already?
All I know for sure is it’s the strongest feeling I’ve ever
felt. We’ve been sharing this body for quite some
time, and we’ve already experienced so much
together. We can’t wait to meet you…”
Love Your parents
For full article, please go to:
http://www.lifenews.com/2017/05/08/famous-hollywoodcouple-to-their-unborn-baby-how-is-it-possible-to-love-someoneso-much-already/#.WRMpkeeRkBY.email
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News from the 2017 March for
Life
This year for the March for Life, Ottawa, the
Stratford & Clinton high schools chartered
their own bus through their own channels,
with a full bus of 55 students attending the
March. As this left too few others to charter
another bus, some of SDRTL members drove
their own vehicles, some went with the
Woodstock group and some went with the
CLC London bus.
Thank you to Carla
Revington for co-ordinating this option for us.
Thank you to our brave volunteers who again
made our voices heard at the largest March
for Life in Canada. Jacqui Connolly

Pictured at left is St. Ann’s student, Mary
Cook.
A variety of factors contributed to less
attendance at the March for Life, but it
was encouraging to see that many in
attendance were our youth.

Canada’s capital flew a pro-life flag. Liberals are furious, even after the mayor took it down
OTTAWA, May 11, 2017 (LifeSiteNews) – The City of Ottawa has taken down a pro-life flag
put up in honor of the National March for Life today.
After LifeSiteNews reported on this morning’s flag raising at city hall, abortion activists and
city councillors lashed out at Mayor Jim Watson’s office.
The pro-life flag commemorated the 20th anniversary National March for Life, which drew
thousands to the capital to demand legal protections for unborn life.
But Watson quickly backed down amid fierce social media backlash.
“I am pleased to report that the anti abortion flag has been taken down. I have asked staff for a complete review of the
city's flag policy,” Watson tweeted Thursday afternoon.
Francis Barrett, who had worked with the City to have the flag flown, was writing a thank you note to Mayor Watson this
afternoon when he learned it had been taken down. He called the decision "ridiculous."
"I’m being treated like a nobody. I have my rights the same as the next person. We did everything legitimately, it was
signed by the mayor," he told LifeSiteNews.
"This has got to stop. This is really discrimination. ... Could you imagine if they took the gay flag down? And they won’t let
us fly that flag for one day, when they gave us permission?"
He said city officials so far have not returned his calls about the matter. "I think we should get an apology from the city."
This morning, seven city councillors issued a statement demanding its immediate removal.
In an open letter, they said they were “outraged that a flag representing a personal conviction to restrict a woman’s right
to safe and legal abortion is flying on the grounds of City Hall for the first time in the City’s history.”
For full article please go to:
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/canadas-capital-flew-a-pro-life-flag.-liberals-are-furious-even-after-the-m
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We can never stop fighting abortion — even when it
feels hopeless
OTTAWA, May 12, 2017 (LifeSiteNews) — Canadian pro-lifers will likely hear that numbers were down at
the March for Life, although enthusiasm and devotion were, as always, high. This was the 20th anniversary of
the annual event, held the Thursday before May 14, when abortion was legalized under Pierre Trudeau. I
(along with many others) have been to nearly every one, missing two due to travel, if memory serves. It is
always a beautiful and enriching experience, even though motivated by the tragedy of the innumerable attacks
against life, as pro-lifers gather together, meet each other, catch up, and realize that they are not alone.
I pondered why the numbers were not what they perhaps should be as I arrived on Parliament Hill, and
noticed there were not as many school buses, with far fewer students from elementary or especially high
school. Of course, if students do not get the day off, and are not transported to the event, almost none of these
young potential pro-lifers will go. I heard in passing that even amenable school boards may now refuse to
send students out of fear for insurance claims and the danger the 'protesters' present. Given the presence of
dozens of police officers, and the even smaller number of rather pathetic protesters, they need not worry.
Without the plethora of semi-voluntary student attendance, on a Thursday, many people who are not
in school have to work. There is also the vast area of Canada, with its dispersed population, making travel
difficult and onerous. In the American March for Life, which they hold at the end of January in Washington,
there are many millions of people living within easy driving range of the capital. But I have also heard of
many Americans driving vast distances to attend their March, as do a number of Canadians. One way or
another, the numbers south of the border are in the six digits. It is, as they say, an 'event' that one would not
want to miss, something I and others had hoped would be the case for Canada's March also.
Besides the drop in student numbers, I cannot help feel that a sense of complacency is settling into not only
the broader society but even our hopefully stalwart pro-life souls, of 'what's the point,’ and ‘what good does
all this do?’ We march, protest, write letters, pray and sacrifice, yet here we have nearly a half-century of
legal abortion in Canada, with more than half of that with no restrictions whatsoever – in effect, no law. It is,
as the saying goes, a decision between a 'woman and her doctor.’ Now, not even that, for any woman can get
an abortion for any reason from any physician, whether her own or not, all paid for by the government, which
means, by you and me.
Saint Thomas Aquinas states that law works in two ways: Pedagogically, teaching us what we should do, and
coercively, requiring us to do it by 'force and fear,' should we be inclined to disobey.
One cannot help but think that abortion has been legal for so long, that most people in Canada now consider it
perfectly legal, moral, even normal, and that to be 'against abortion' is a sign of anarchy, fascism, even mental
illness. The same is now happening with euthanasia, even more rapidly, as we have been accustomed to statesponsored death for some time now.
Abortion is a symptom and an effect of a far deeper and more complex moral decrepitude in our society, all
that is entailed in what the Holy Father memorably termed the 'culture of death,’ but that does not mean that
we stop protesting. For abortion is the culmination of this evil, the wholesale and widespread murder of
innocents in the first phase of their existence. We cannot let it just stand. Rather, we must stand up and be
counted, for these children cannot, even if we see such gestures as 'futile' in a worldly sense. For we do it, not
for the world, but for God, for the babies, for each other.
Excerpt from: https://www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/we-can-never-stop-fighting-abortion-even-when-it-feels-hopeless
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Howard Culligan
Broker of Record

DIXON’S FOUR SEASON
LANDSCAPING & MAINTENANCE

Complete Yard Maintenance
Lawns, Flowerbeds, Pruning
Interlocking Brick Install & Repair
Snow Removal, Bulk Mulch and Soils

howard@culliganrealty.com
Office: 519-348-4706

Ron Dixon – 519-276-9909

Paul C. HARTMAN CARPENTRY

A Touch of Dutch

R.R.#3 Lakeside

519.349.2855
Additions •Trim •Renovations
Replacement Windows & Doors
“All your construction needs”

Landscaping and Garden Services Ltd
4146 Line 29, R.R. 3, Stratford, ON N5A 6S4

info@atouchofdutchlandscaping.com
www.atouchofdutchlandscaping.com

The Shepherd’s Guide
Christian Business Directory

103 Lent Crescent Brampton, ON L6Y 4X7
Phone (905)454-4333
1-888-276-5225
Fax (905)454-1894
email: triangle@shepherdsguide.ca
www.shepherdsguide.ca

219 Lorne Avenue East
Stratford, Ontario N5A 6S4
519-272-0090
Toll-Free 1-800-661-CORE

8 Ellens Street
Mitchell, ON
Phone: 519-348-8745
Fax: 519-348-4772
Cell: 519-272-7068

Volunteer Today!
call: 519-273-1616
We need your help

519-393-5560

3 Hair Stylists to Serve You

Scott’s Services
15686 Fourteen Mile Road
Excavations - Sewers - Gravel - Topsoil
Skidster - Excavator and Loader Rentals
HYD Packer - HYD Conc. Breaker
Phone - (519)225-2340 Fax (519)225-2325
Joe Dewan - (519) 204-4006

<W.G. Kelly Construction>

*Betty *Frank *Matt
OPEN 8:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.
SATURDAY TILL 4:00 P.M.
CLOSED WEDNESDAY
NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY

126 Downie St
Stratford

Phone
519-271-0980

Did you know?
300+ abortions
happen in Canada
everyday

Gifts  Social Stationery
Bedding  Bath Accessories
97 Ontario St., Stratford, ON. N5A 3H1
TEL: (519)271-9270 FAX (519) 271-4792

Affordable*Professional*Convenient
N U R S I N G F O O T C AR E
“In Your Home” Service

L o u i s Sa n d e r s R . N .
519-348-4671
Box 1037 - 161 James St. Mitchell, ON N0K 1N0

519-393-5200
email: polqualityhomes@quadro.net

Meeting all your construction needs

38 Avondale Avenue
Stratford, Ontario
N5A 6M4
519-271-6736

519-273-2624

www.stratfordprinting.com

Funeral Home Ltd.
Wayne and Greg Young, Funeral Directors

430 Huron Street, Stratford, ON, N5A 5T7
Telephone 519-271-7411

Jeff D. Swan BRE, C.F.P.
Unit 1, 60 Water St., Box 2758, St. Marys, ON N4X 1A5
Tel: 519-284-4448 Fax 519-284-4075
JeffSwan@StonetownFinancial.com

John & Irma De Vries
5237 Line 13 Minto Twp.
R.R.#4 Harriston, Ontario N0G 1Z0
Tel: 519-338-3920 Fax: 519-338-3339
Email: joyrunfarmsinc@xplornet.com
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James A. Rutherford
Funeral Home Ltd
Serving the needs of Stratford and area
families with care and consideration
156 Albert Street 519-271-5062

Triple P Consulting
Partners in Profit
Daily Nutrition and
Management Advice
Save feed costs and improve
1-800-376-8861
feed efficiency by working
www.
directly with and independent
consultant,
not
a
feed triplepconsulting.net
company.

Federal Government email and web addresses
No postage required – address to:
MP’s Name, House of Commons
Justice Building, Ottawa, ON K1A 0A6
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
justin.trudeau@parl.gc.ca
Minister of Justice & Attorney General – Jody Wilson-Raybould
mcu@justice.gc.ca
Minister of Health Jane Philpott

minister_ministre@hc-sc.gc.ca
Opposition Party Leader Rona Ambrose AmbroR@parl.ca.ca
Minister Status of Women Patricia A. Haidu
infonational@cfc-swc.gc.ca
Minister of Employment, Workforce Development & Labour
MaryAnn Mihychuk pierre.poilievre@hrsdc.rhdcc.gc.ca
MP – Perth Wellington John Nater John.Nater@parl.gc.ca
MP – Huron Bruce Ben Lobb – Lobb.b@parl.gc.ca
MP – Yorkton Melville Cathay Wagantall – cathay.wagantall@parl.gc.ca

Provincial Government email addresses
Postage required, address to:
MPP’s name, Legislative Building
Queen’s Park, Toronto, On M7A 1A8
Premier Kathleen Wynne – premier@ontario.ca
Opposition Leader Jim Wilson –
jim.wilson@pc.ola.org
MPP – Perth Wellington Randy Pettapiece –
randypettapiece@pc.ola.org
MPP – Huron Bruce Lisa Thompson –
lisa.thompson@pc.ola.org
MPP Lambton Kent Middlesex – Monte McNaughton
monte.mcnaughton@parl.ola.org
Attorney General John Gerretsen –
attorneygeneral@ontario.ca
Health Minister Eric Hoskins –
ehoskins.mpp@liveral.ola.org

In Memoriam
By Virginia Miller

Genesis 1; 27, 28: God created man in His Image; in the Divine
Image He created them, male and female He created them. God
blessed them, saying: “Be fertile and multiply; fill the earth and
subdue it…” From the beginning of time, the Family, with Father,
Mother and children has been the bedrock of society. Fathers and
Mothers raise families in a “circle of love”, protecting, nurturing and
guiding each child who will become the future generation. A steady
erosion of the “traditional” family can be detected as far back as
the late 1950’s. People want more “things” with less responsibility
and hard work, to the point where, today, we have a whole
generation that believes that they are entitled to whatever they
want without any sacrifice or justification. Our whole Western
World has become a throw-away society. This habit of discarding
“things” has become a vice. In our once great country Canada, it
is not only accepted, but encouraged to throw away lives. A
Mother’s Womb, which was created to protect and nourish new life,
is now a place of execution, if that new life is not wanted. Here in
Canada we do not encourage Mothers to protect and nourish new
life, we pay for them to get rid of it; we do not encourage Fathers
to be responsible and protect the child they have fathered, the
government pays to kill it. .….”In Ramah is heard the sound of
moaning, of bitter weeping! Rachel mourns her children, she
refuses to be consoled because her children are no more. Thus
says the Lord: Cease your cries of mourning, wipe the tears from
your eyes. The sorrow you have shown shall have its reward…” So,
too, do we weep, not only for the generations of children that have
been discarded, but also for our mothers and fathers who can now
be thrown away in the name of “mercy”.
Praise
and thanksgiving to all Mothers and Fathers living, deceased, and
still to be; you have co-operated with the Creator to give us the
greatest, most precious Gift possible: Life

Stratford & District Right to Life extends our
deepest condolences to the family of:
Theo Vink
PRAYER CALENDAR INTENTIONS
An End to Abortion, Euthanasia and Assisted
Suicide; that Conscience Rights especially for
doctor assisted suicide, are upheld by law; Help
for all women in crisis pregnancies; Protection
for the right of families; To stop Bill 89
amendment “Supporting Children, Youth and
Families Act”; Help for all familes affected by
abortion; Urgent prayer intention for the
conversion of George Soros

European Doctors Push for Harvesting
Organs From Patients They Help Kill
Canada has legalized euthanasia in June 2016, and
it, too, allows organ donation after euthanasia.
And it appears that Canadians are forging ahead
with the practice.
Indeed, the National Post reported in March that
26 people killed by lethal injection in Ontario
donated their organs.
Alex Schadenberg of the Euthanasia Prevention
Coalition warns that promoting organ donation
after euthanasia puts pressure on people to choose
lethal injection will increase and “perpetuate”
euthanasia.
For the full article, please go to:
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/european-doctorspush-for-harvesting-organs-from-patients-they-helpedkill
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IMPORTANT TELEPHONE
NUMBERS
HELP LINE
1-800-665-0570
Pregnancy Care Centre
519-273-0554
National 24 Hr Help Line
1-800-665-0570
www.options4pregnancy.com
KW Resource Centre
519-886-4001
Help After Abortion
1-800-395-HELP

Homes for Pregnant Moms
St. Monica House
231 Herbert Street
Waterloo, ON N2J 1V1
519-743-0291
Marillac Place
109 Young Street,
Kitchener ON N2H 4Z2
519-571-0722
Fresh Start
Maternity Supports
Lori Wall
Phone: 1-519-637-7775
Fax: 1-866-245-1774
Cell: 1-519-639-5841
118 Centre Street
St. Thomas, ON N5R 2Z9

Area contacts needed!

Area representatives act as a
liaison with their parish and the
SDRTL,
distributing
newsletters, etc. and collecting
annual memberships, updating
pertinent information
Contacts are needed as
follows:
Stratford – St. Joseph Church and
Immaculate Conception Church
Seaforth – St. James Church
Zurich – St. Joseph and St. Joseph’s
To volunteer please contact
Pat - 519-273-1616
or Virginia - 519-393-8400
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The World Health Organization Says Abortion is Family Planning
By Stefano Gennarini, J.D. | April 20, 2017
NEW YORK, April 21 (C-Fam) Governments have long agreed that abortion
cannot be a part of family planning. The World Health Organization has gone
along with that consensus until now. Recent journal articles by WHO
researchers demonstrate the powerful global agency now rejects that
consensus.
Women who want to “avoid pregnancy” following government guidelines in
the wake of the Zika scare in Latin America “will need family planning services
such as contraception and access to safe abortion,” according to one article
that goes on to propose “evaluations of the barriers to access, availability,
utilization and readiness of contraception, abortion and post-abortion
services.”
The statement that abortion is a “family planning service” contradicts what
the UN General Assembly has agreed for decades, namely, that “under no
circumstance should abortion be promoted as a method of family planning.”
In another paper WHO researchers devise strategies to promote abortion and
measure abortion access around the world, setting the stage to help groups
that will carry out this work permanently through a network that would report,
monitor, and evaluate “uptake and utilization of contraception and safe
abortion care services.”
In Africa, WHO country teams are training doctors to perform abortions,
sometimes over their objections, and perhaps even against the law.
WHO teams teach “post-abortion care,” which abortion advocates admit was
intended as a stepping stone to introduce abortion. WHO staff have admitted
this is a necessary step to introduce legal abortion in countries where it is
outlawed.
The paper says “restrictive induced-abortion laws” are “barriers,” and decries
how WHO country teams had to train doctors to understand their own
abortion laws and, implicitly, how many African doctors object to performing
abortions.
Another paper appears to advocate giving teens access to abortion inducing
drugs, regardless of status of abortion, and that they are helped to use them
correctly.
This latest batch of research shows just how important abortion is to WHO as
a component of reproductive health. In fact, these papers mention abortion
far more than maternal health or family planning or any other aspect of
reproductive health.
Abortion is so intertwined with the WHO’s reproductive health programmatic
agenda that even a new guideline on women with HIV/AIDS contains
recommendations to provide women infected with HIV with “voluntary
abortion” options as part of an “integrated” reproductive health services
model. There is nothing in the guidelines about ensuring that this will not
place other women and infants at risk for HIV/AIDS. The guideline also
expresses disfavor with laws that require disclosure of HIV/AIDS status to
sexual partners on the grounds that “criminalization of non-disclosure,
exposure and transmission makes it harder for women to enter into sexual
relationships.”
These positions reflect WHO’s 2012 technical guidance on safe abortion that
advocates a ban on all limits to abortion. The effort is also likely part of the
strategy to include access to abortion as a measure of progress on the new
UN development goals that make up the 2030 Agenda.
The World Health organization is the “custodian” agency of the indicator on
“universal access to sexual and reproductive health-care services, including
for family planning, information and education, and the integration of
reproductive health into national strategies and programmes.”
https://c-fam.org/friday_fax/world-health-organization-says-abortion-familyplanning/

